Lorient North America
Smoke & Fire Containment Solutions
Introducing Lorient North America

Since incorporating in 1999, Lorient North America (LNA) has gone from strength-to-strength – establishing a warehouse in 2002, purchasing equipment then swiftly moving into production, and acquiring our own building in 2010.

LNA specializes in Fire & Smoke gaskets for our private label accounts National Guard Products and Hager and for the gun and security safe market, alongside intumescent construction materials (Tecnofire®, Palusol® SW Board and Palusol®), supplied to architectural door companies to meet their requirements. LNA is the US sole distributor of Tecnofire® products.

Quality and partnership lie at the very heart of Lorient, based on a sound understanding of both the regulatory requirements of markets around the world – and most importantly, customers’ needs. Lorient are able to design, manufacture and supply some of the highest quality fire and smoke products available, Lorient continuously works with customers to develop new, leading-edge products, many of which are bespoke solutions.

Lorient North America’s DHI Certified Fire and Egress Door Assembly Professional is on hand to offer expert advice and answer any technical queries; specializing in education, certification, risk management and advocacy.
Independent Certification

Wherever possible, Lorient also submits its products for independent certification, to help provide customers and specifiers with complete assurance of the proven performance of Lorient products. Many Lorient products have been tested by Underwriters Laboratories and Intertek Testing Services (also known as Wernock Hersey), to meet the requirements of UL 10C and UL 1784. Tests were conducted on several different door constructions and a variety of materials and styles of gasketing. Further information is available on the listings for specific products - please contact Lorient for full details.

Door Industry Presence & Private Label Accounts

Lorient has been a major contributor to the raising of standards for fire and smoke sealing practice, internationally, through its active involvement in relevant trade associations and further voluntary work on industry committees.

Lorient works directly with many major US door manufacturers, and Lorient products are also available through private label distributors – National Guard Products (NGP) and Hager.

NGP provide commercial door accessories and is a leading manufacturer of weather-stripping, threshold products, lite kits, louvers and glass for commercial wood and steel doors.

Hager is a door hardware solutions specialist and committed to being a one source for full line door hardware. Every product that Hager offers is backed by a 160-year legacy of quality, reputation, and excellence.

Security & Safe Gaskets

Lorient’s expertise in smoke and fire containment for door assemblies is also available in these products for safes. Suitable for use around the perimeter of safe doors, this selection of products comprises fire containment, with some offering smoke and draft containment too.

Product designs can be developed and manufactured to individual requests, supplying a wide range of industries.

Bespoke Products

Lorient’s suite of products encompasses gaskets for fire and smoke containment and door construction materials. In addition to this if you have a particular requirement, we can supply an existing non-standard item, or even develop a bespoke solution for you.

Lorient’s range of popular fire and smoke gaskets are treated with an antimicrobial additive to inhibit the growth of microorganisms. These gaskets are available from our Private Label Accounts.
For further information about Lorient products please visit our website
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